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 can i add a comment in xml file like @mysite? ex: A: what i done is i used the link to first url to add the data to my database
and i pass the url to that url as the link for second url. using xmlreader class i read the data from xml and used the data to create

a string to pass to second url Q: Getting jsp or taglib to work with UTF-8 encoded properties file I'm working on a site that
accepts from users an UTF-8 encoded properties file. The properties file contains a single key called "url" with a value of the

complete URL. For example: ... url= The server then loads this into Java/Spring configuration, looks for a file called
"url.properties" in the classpath, and parses it with this line: Properties properties = new Properties(); properties.load(new

FileInputStream(pathToProperties)); But this won't work. The classpath search for the properties file results in:
java.io.FileNotFoundException: classpath:/url.properties What am I missing? (I know I can do the search myself with
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URL.getPath(), but this is just a temporary solution. Besides, I would have to keep this file open for the whole lifetime of the
application.) Thanks! the classpath: line is correct. make sure that the properties file actually is on the classpath. typically, it's on
the server's runtime classpath, but it may also be present in your webapps deploy directory. Steve and Brenda Cooper give first
glimpse at U-M Innovation Awards recipients Over 1,000 nominations sent in for Michigan Innovation Awards program Hang
on for a minute...we're trying to find some more stories you might like. Email This Story Send email to this addressEnter Your

NameAdd a comment hereVerification The University of Michigan’s Innovation Awards program recognized six Michigan
companies for their outstanding work in the field of digital media and education, technology, and energy 82157476af
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